Acumera gives us consistent
attention to connectivity, security,
and visibility in all aspects of retail
technology.

C-Store Connections - Premium

Patrick Abernathy, Director of IT
Jackson’ s Food Stores, Inc.

NETWORK CONNECTIVITY & SECURITY FOR COMPLEX, MULTI-SITE NETWORKS
Multi-site convenience store operations are complex and demanding. Each
day your operations staff must remain vigilant against cybersecurity threats,
stay current with the variety of gas brand and POS technology requirements,
and make sure all locations are up and running around the clock.
You need a simplified way to monitor and secure your distributed network
-- from point-of-sale systems and ATMs, to fuel inventory controls and
temperature gauges.
C-Store Connections Premium connects and secures your POS systems,
Internet-enabled (IoT) devices, and business systems so that you can
maximize uptime across all of your remote sites.

What you Get with C-Store Connections - Premium
CONNECTIVITY

Connect every IoT device in your store to a single, secure, and flexible platform. Get secure VPN connections
between HQ and your stores for accessing real-time information such as sales, time & attendance, and inventory.

SECURITY

Protect your network from cyberattack. We use the highest NIST-recommended cybersecurity protocols and
segment your network to isolate and protect payment information from external attacks.

COMPLIANCE

Acumera is a PCI-compliant managed security services provider. We provide all our clients with our Attestation of
Compliance (AOC), a roles & responsibilities matrix, and we maintain our compliance on a daily basis.

VISIBILITY

The AcuVigiltm Dashboard is our powerful network monitoring dashboard that provides a single view of all your
connections and connected devices for proactive troubleshooting from HQ - or anywhere - to prevent truck rolls
and site visits.

FUEL MONITORING

Connect your automatic tank gauges to the AcuVigil Dashboard for inventory management. Connect your third
party fuel telematics providers to the AcuVigil Dashboard - Intellifuel, Pilot, FuelQuest, FireStream, and more.
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UPTIME

WAN Failover ensures your network uptime with a stable backup connection, so your POS and your entire
network are always defended against a network outage.

BROADBAND MANAGEMENT

Stop dealing with the minutia of managing multiple broadband accounts; let us manage your broadband
providers so you can focus your time and resources on growing your business. We handle all your ordering,
scheduling, billing, & the break/fix process.

SUPPORT

Our network operations center (NOC) provides 24x7x365 remote monitoring and support for your networks to
maintain network uptime and prevent the revenue loss associated with a downed POS or other critical systems.

Components of C-Store Connections Service - Premium
Powered by Acumera’s Merchant Gateway and AcuVigil™ Dashboard, C-store Connections Premium gives the busy
c-store operations team a complete set of network services that simplify the management of distributed store networks.
Our services help you improve network uptime across all your sites, so that you can focus your resources on growing
your business.
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AcuVigil Dashboard

Network visibility and management dashboard
that gives you a single view into every store for
monitoring and troubleshooting.

Network Security Management

Let Acumera secure & manage your network
connections for you.

AutoVPN

Connect HQ securely to your distributed
locations to access business critical information.

Network Segmentation

Segment and protect your payment card
environment from the rest of your network.

24x7x365 Network Support

Our network operations center (NOC) monitors
your networks around the clock and provides
network troubleshooting and problem resolution.

Tanks App

Automatic Tank Gauge Network Security. The
Tanks App enables ATG data connections to your
AcuVigil Dashboard and your fuel telematics
provider.

Managed Broadband

Acumera manages your broadband connections.
Includes: pricing, procurement, installation,
billing, and break fix management.

WAN Failover

Automatic backup network connectivity to
prevent payment processing disruptions when
your primary internet goes down.
Merchant Gateway & smart switch sold separately

To order, or more information 512.687.7410 | sales@acumera.net

About Acumera
Acumera provides managed security and network visibility for the payment systems and
operations of multi-site businesses. Our clients focus on growing their business by using
Acumera’s services, remote systems visibility, strong data security, and simplified compliance
services. Since 2002, Acumera has been a trusted network partner for thousands of networks.
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